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We want to change the DeFi rules and reach Mars.

UNITi Protocol - The new way to stay linked with farming

DeFi - The new finance world

The DeFi ecosystem has been a great financial revolution for both large and small savers,
allowing them to decide freely and transparently what to do with their money, and thanks to the
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) the idea of having at least $ 10,000 to invest has been left behind.
This small world (no longer so small) has become the day to day for many of us, forming
communities, solving problems and of course, capitalizing money.

Farming - High apys but safe funds?

Over time farming has become the main protagonist. We run between yield optimizers, yield
farmings, liquidity pools and any other news of the day that promises to grow our capital. This
has resulted in various problems such as delegating our cryptocurrencies to someone else,
code failures that block our funds or rugpulls that take cryptocurrencies valued in thousands or
millions of dollars from those who trusted to put their money there.

UNITi Protocol is here to change the rules.

UNITi Protocol is designed to give you returns directly to your wallet. You do not need to
delegate your UNITs to anyone else or deposit them on disreputable pages. But how do we
achieve this?



The reflective system

UNIT is a reflective token, this means, it grows more and more just by holding it. Every time a
transaction is made with UNITs, 4% is charged as a fee and distributed among all holders.

Buy your UNIT -> Leave them in your wallet -> Profit!

As simple as that.

If someone sells UNIT, you receive UNIT and there are fewer holders to distribute the profits to,
you earn more! And if someone buys UNIT in addition to your receiving UNIT it also increases
its value, so you earn even more!

The reward amount is conditional upon the volume of the token being traded. By this we aim to
alleviate some of the downward sell pressure put on the token caused by earlier adopters
selling their tokens after farming crazy high APY. And the reflect mechanism encourages
holders to hang onto their tokens to garner higher kick-backs which are based upon a
percentages carried out and dependent upon the total tokens held by the owner.

Is that all? Of course not!

Smart burns
In every token protocol, the burning of tokens is important, this has become a strategy present
in almost all protocols to maintain or increase the price by reducing the supply. However, we
chose to take it one step further. Why does burning work? Because it leaves fewer tokens to be
sold. So what can we do that is more useful and achieves the same goal? Add them to the
liquidity pool!

2% of each transaction is charged as a fee, but instead of going to the holders, or burning, they
are added to liquidity. How does this work? The UNIT protocol contract stores 2% of the UNITs
of each transaction, up to 5000 UNITs. He then sells half of those UNITs (2500) for BNB and



pools them with the remaining half of UNITs to add liquidity to the Pancake Pool. In this way we
reduce the amount of UNITs in circulation, just like burning tokens, but also by adding them to
the liquidity pool we reduce the price impact, so more and more UNITs need to be sold to lower
the price by the same percentage. That is, not only is UNIT worth more and more, but when its
price corrects, it corrects less and less!

We are UNIT

With this, our objective is to achieve an appreciation in UNIT and offer an attractive, safe and
sustainable investment alternative.

No more rugs, no more lost funds. Only UNIT.

Tokenomics

2% is added as liquidity pair on Pancake Swap
4% redistributed to all existing holders

Total Supply: 1,000,000

2% Dev wallet
98% Initial Liquidity Pool



Roadmap


